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A Pocket Book of Missions



This book belongs to 
an official member of 

Cath Kids Adventure Club

Club Rules

1. Find an adventure 
every single day

2. Sssssh, this club is secret. 
Only speak about The Adventure 

Club to those that know the 
secret password (Stanley)

3. ALWAYS believe in Unicorns

4. Never grow up (it’s a trap!)

MY NAME IS..
MY NAME IS

AGE FOOT SIZE

WHAT I’M DOING THIS SUMMER

MY FAVOURITE FOOD IS

IF I HAD A PET DINOSAUR I WOULD CALL IT

MY SECRET SKILL IS



BUILD A BUG HOTEL
How to make a five-star overnight drop in 

for your creepy crawly friends.

Some bugs like cool, damp conditions, while others prefer the sun (like bees). We 
want a busy bug hotel, right? So, make sure you build your hotel where part of it 
will catch the sun, but the rest will be in the shade under a tree or near a hedge. 
Choose somewhere where the ground is level and even to build it on – the hotel 

may end up fairly heavy, so we need a firm base to stop it toppling over.

YOU WILL NEED:

Wooden pallets

Bricks (preferably with holes in)

Old logs and strips of wood

Natural bits from the garden like leaves, pine 
cones, moss, sand, soil, woodchips and straw.

Old roofing tiles and terracotta pots.

HOW TO:

1.  Start with a sturdy base. Line bricks in an ‘H’ shape to give your hotel 
good foundations. Then add a layer of wooden pallet. 

2.  Place a second pallet on top of this and repeat, until you have a tower of 
pallets with lot of gaps to fill with bug friendly fare. Have as tall as you 
dare – though ideally no more than 1 metre tall.  

3.  Cut off about 2/3rds of some plastic bottles and fill with rolled up 
cardboard, bamboo sticks or straws and place in the hotel.  

4.  Fill in remaining spaces in the hotel with pebbles, leaves, straw, lose bark, 
spare tiles or brick, and whatever else you might find lying around.  

5.  Be creative with how you fill the hotel, add bits of old plants pots, sand 
and dirt, bark or pine cones. The more natural stuff, the better! Don’t forget 
to add a roof and lastly make a sign so the bugs know they can check in! 
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CHECK IN YOUR 
VISITORS 

Draw the bugs who are staying the night 
at your Bug Hotel



UNICORN TRAIL
Unicorns are tricky little creatures to spot. The trick is to 
be able to trace their movements. You see, as they trot 
by almost silently, their magic leaves certain flowers 

behind. See if you can identify the following blooms in 
your garden, to see if you’ve had a visit from a unicorn 

recently. Draw them below, so you know what to look for!

DAISY BUTTERCUP

FOUR LEAF CLOVER

FORGETMENOT

MAKE A PRESSED 
FLOWERS BOOKMARK

Why not collect your unicorn-trail flowers to take home 
and press to make into bookmarks? Here’s how

YOU WILL NEED:

Your collection of leaves and flowers

Card

Scissors

Glue

Laminator or Clear-Adhesive Lining Sheets

Hole punch

Yarn or ribbon

HOW TO:

1.  Press your flowers and leaves by placing them carefully in a big heavy 
book and leaving them there for 3-4 days. When they’re pressed and dry, 
gently remove them from the book.

2. Cut some good quality card to the size you want your bookmark to be.

3.  Use your pressed flowers to make a design on your card. 
Once you’re happy, lightly glue them down.

4.  Keep them safe for use by either 
laminating them, or covering them with 
clear adhesive lining sheets. Be sure to 
trim off the excess plastic.

5.  Add the finishing details, being as 
creative as you like! Punch holes to 
feed ribbon or yarn for a pretty finish. 



SOMETHING fuzzy
WHERE DID YOU FIND IT?

SOMETHING THAT MAKES A noise

SOMETHING man-made

SOMETHING colourful

TWO KINDS OF seeds

SOMETHING pretty

WHERE DID YOU FIND IT?

WHERE DID YOU FIND IT?

WHERE DID YOU FIND IT?

WHERE DID YOU FIND IT?

WHERE DID YOU FIND IT?

SCAVENGER HUNT
Tick off the things you find out & about

DINO SURVIVING SKILLS
Back when Dinosaurs roamed the earth, our great-great-
great-great ancestors needed a whole bunch of different 

skills to those that we have now. 

KNOT PRACTICE

Figure of Eight Knot

Square Knot

Overhand Knot



YOU WILL NEED:

A collection of seeds – we suggest red holly berries, red hips, green 
acorns, green rushes, pale melon seeds, green sycamore keys, 
brown beech nuts.

Any kind of thread (just make sure it’s thick enough to hold the 
weight of your seeds!)

GREEN ACORNS

GREEN 
RUSHES

RED HOLLY 
BERRIES

RED HIPS

PALE MELON SEEDS

GREEN RUSHES

GREEN SYCAMORE 
KEYS

RED HIPS
BROWN BEECH NUTS

SEED JEWELLERY
Jewellery made out of things you’ve scavenged

MISSION BLAST OFF!
Build your own rocket. Houston, we have a problem - 

the next moon expedition is at risk and needs your help. 
Their rocket isn’t working, so it’s up to you to design them 
a new one. Use up anything you can find to build your 

rocket design, just make sure it’s full of colour and all the 
speed to take us to infinity and beyond!

YOU WILL NEED:

A plastic bottle

2 Toilet rolls

Coloured Paper

Cardboard

Paint

HOW TO:

1. Cut the bottom off a plastic bottle. 

2.  Cut 4 ‘fins’ and a medium sized circle out of the cardboard, and a large 
circle out of the paper. The medium circle will be the window on your 
rocket. The larger one will become a cone for the top of your rocket.

3.  Paint all your parts, including the toilet 
rolls. It can be what ever colours you like!

4.  Cut four slits around the bottom of the 
bottle for the fins and glue on your window 
and cone top.

5. Your rocket is ready.. 4-3-2-1 BLAST OFF!



NAME

PREFERED WOODLAND CREATURE

SPECIALIST SURVIVAL SKILL

CLUB BADGE
Draw your club badge for all of your adventures

CLUB LANYARD
Be an official member of the Cath Kids 
Adventure Club - fill out the below and 

add to one of our lanyards.


